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Abstract
This paper presents the study of the voltage stability of 22kV power system connected by Lamtakhong wind power 
plant, Thailand. The 2.5 MW doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) is installed at Lamtakhong wind power plant 
and connected to the 22kV. The analysis of power system connection between grid and wind turbine plant is
proposed. The computational method of voltage stability in this study is continuation power flow(CPF) technique.
The MATLAB/Simulink program with PSAT toolbox is used to analyze the proposed system. The simulation results
show that the before and after conditions of grid connection are able to show the performance of power system using 
voltage stability indicators.
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1. Introduction
According to fossil fuel shortages, the power energycost problemsfor producedelectrical power is 
growthing. It affects to national development and the cost of living. Electricity Generating Authority of 
Thailand (EGAT)found thenew choices forproduced energy.The renewable resourcesare the choices for 
new power energy. The wind power is one of renewable resources andclean power. Lamtakhong wind 
power plantis installed the2x1.25MW wind turbine generators closing tothe upper reservoir of 
Lamtakhong dam, Sikhio district, NakhonRatchasima province, Thailand in 2007.(locatedat 
14°48'0.52"N, 101°33'29.70"E) as shown in Figs.1and 2. These wind turbine generatorsarethe Doubly 
Fed Induction Generator (DFIG) type in the simulated project for renewable energy.The systemcan 
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Nomenclature
the density of the air (approx. 1.225 kg/m3)
A the swept area of the rotor in m2
V the wind velocity in m/s
iP the real and reactive power at  bus i,
iQ the real and reactive power at  bus i,
ijY the bus admittance matrix  for the network and phase angle between bus i and j,
ij the bus admittance matrix  for the network and phase angle between bus i and j,
iV the voltage peak  magnitude and phase angle of the bus voltage.
i the voltage peak  magnitude and phase angle of the bus voltage.
generate the voltage at 690 V. It will be stepped up to 22 kV for transmission and fed to the Provincial
Electricity Authority (PEA) grid.The power calculation of meteorological data shows the wind energy 
3,317 kWh/m2 and mean wind speed 7.5 m/s.It is approximately equal to 4.38 GWh of clean power.[1]
Fig. 1.The map of 2km:1mil showing the area of project and villages nearby
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Fig. 2. The location of the project activity in Lamtakhong, NakhonRatchasima,Thailand 
 
The trip problemof wind turbine generatorsof 22 kVPEAgrid appear many time. It comesfrom the 
voltage instability of the power system. Finally the rotor converter of wind turbines isdamage.The power 
system stability is the characteristics of a power system to remain a state of equilibrium at normal 
operating conditions and to restore an acceptable state of equilibrium after disturbance. The voltage 
instability is due to the increased loading of the power system and provides the decreased voltage to 
unstable.The main causing of voltageinstability is the power system instabilityto meet the reactive power 
demand in the heavily stressed systems to keep desired voltage.The voltage stability limitcan find many 
methods. The PV Curve is one of them and present from the solutions of load voltages. The load voltage 
is a function of real power demand or sum of load demand. The power system has low current high 
voltage and high current low voltagesolutions. The power systems areoperated in the upper part of PV 
Curve. The head of the curve is called the maximum loading point. It is the critical point or the voltage 
collapse point as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3.   PV Curve Characteristic 
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The maximum loadability limit is the margin between the operation point of the system and the 
maximum loading point.The load increase beyond the voltage collapse point results in loss of equilibrium 
and power system can no long operate. Next method for finding the maximum loading point is 
calculatedby Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm.It can be formulated as an optimization problem .The 
maximum load increase in a power system without violating the stability. The load is increased until the 
power flow problem is able to provide the solution.Differential Evolution is a stochastic direct search 
optimization method. Its result is better than the continuation power flow (CPF).This algorithm has been 
tested on six bus and IEEE 30 bus system.[2] The Kathmandu Valley has the wind power generators 
(DFIG)and distributi s network.The study of wind 
penetration impact to the voltage stability onthe total system active loss and voltage collapse.The voltage 
stability is simulated by PSAT/MATLAB. The result is the wind penetration install only the Siuchatar 
bus. The quantity of wind turbine limit at 6 12MW.[3]  
This paper presents the analysis of the voltage stability of PEA 22KV system which connected to 
Lamtakhong wind turbines and study the solving of non-linear power load flow equations with Newton 
Raphson method with program (Power System Analysis Toolbox, PSAT) developed by Prof. Dr. 
Federico Milano.[4] If voltage instability is the voltage collapse. We will receive the maximum loading 
point of the system which is the critical point. We will increase the power generators to install in 
thepower system for the voltage stability. In this article we will discuss about the definition of DFIG wind 
turbine type, the radial transmission line, voltage stability analysis, solving the power load flow 
equations, using  PSAT to analyze the voltage stability of PEA 22 kV, and  the final conclusions and 
suggestions for the further research.  
 
2. Wind Power Plant 
 
A wind turbine operates by extracting energy from the swept area of the rotor disc. Power in the 
airflow can be written as an eq.1 [5]. 
 
3
air
1P     AV
2
 (1) 
 
where, is the density of the air (approx. 1.225 kg/m3);  Ais the swept area of the rotor in m2; 
Vis the wind velocity in m/s,  
We consider the kinetic energy of the air passing through the rotor disc in unit time. AV is mass flow 
rate of air. 
The power coefficient (Cp) is the ratio of power extracted by the wind turbine rotor to the power 
available in the wind.Theavailable wind powercan be written as an eq. 3. 
The power extraction without any losses were possible, only 59% of the windpower could be utilized by a 
wind turbine. 
wt
p
air
PC
P
 (2) 
31
2wt p
P C AV  (3) 
where wtP is the available wind power. 
The available energy in the wind varies with the cube ofthe wind speed. Hence a 10% increase in wind 
speed will result in a 30% increase inavailable energy.The power curve of a wind turbine follows this 
relationship between cut-in wind speed(the speed at which the wind turbine starts to operate) and the 
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rated capacity, approximately as shown in Fig. 4. The wind turbine usually reaches rated capacity at a 
windspeed of between 12-16m/s, depending on the design of the individual wind turbine[6]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Characteristic Curve oftheturbinesspeed reference togenerator 
 
Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)general structurehas the slip rings connect to machine side 
converter and lineas shown in Fig. 5[7]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. The Schematic DiagramofDFIG 
 
 
Doubly Fed Induction Generator operation can divide 2 types 
1.Stator windings side connect to the power grid with generator breaker. Rotor speed approach to 
synchronous speed and rotor windings side connected to the power grid. Induction Generator begin 
DFIG
GRID
Converter 
Gen. 
breaker
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generate the electrical power.The rotor speed has below the synchronous speed 20%. The electrical power 
from the power grid feed to the rotor side and stator side distribute the electrical power to the power grid. 
Rotor speed rises above the synchronous speed 20%. It provide the rotor windings side give the reward 
electrical powerto the power grid. 
2.Stator windings side unconnect to the power grid.It is the primary start up status.The initial rotor 
speed has below the synchronous speed and machine side converter speed rate. The rotor speed create the 
new  frequency which call the rotor frequency. It response the rotation frequency sum  its frequency  to 
rated frequency 50 Hz.When power grid speed rises above the synchronous.The rotor speed create the 
new  frequency to subtract the rotation frequency to equal rated frequency 50 Hz.  
 
 
3.Radial Distribution System 
 
The radial distribution system is the easiest power distribution network. The power distribution 
supplied electrical power to the single point user in one direction . This system can adjust toloops 
distributed system. The 22KV.voltage's Sikhio Power station at the FEEDER NO.6connected  
Lamtakong  wind turbines at Bus No.8 which was the 8-bus radial distribution system is shown in Fig.6 
[8]. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6. The Single Diagramof the 8-bus radial distribution system 
 
4. Voltage Stability Analysis 
 
Voltage stability is the ability of the system to maintain a constant voltage at all buses in the system 
after the problems happened within the system. This will depend on the ability to maintain a balance 
between  load and power supply system. The study of the power system  voltage stability is to study the 
limits of the power system with the maximum load that the system can be paid prior to voltage collapse. 
The bus voltage will gradually decrease as the load increases. Real power and reactive power loads was 
enter to the each bus of the power system. It can be expressed as equation (4), (5) and (6). 
 
 
1
P  - jQ   V ( ) Y V ( ) 
n
i i i ij j ij j
j
 (4)
 
1
P   | || || | cos ( - 
n
i i j ij ij i j
j
V V Y  (5) 
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1
Q   - | || || | sin( - 
n
i i j ij ij i j
j
V V Y  (6) 
 
iP and iQ were the real and reactive power at  bus i, ijY and ij were the bus admittance matrix  for 
the network and phase angle between bus i and j, iV  and i  were the voltage peak  magnitude and 
phase angle of the bus voltage. To show the relationship between voltage and power. When calculating 
the non-linear equations in the terms of variables unrelated  which consist the voltage magnitude per unit 
and phase angle of the voltage was radial [9]. 
 
5. Solving the Power Flow Equations 
 
The power flow analysis is the important part of planning and design for power system expansion in 
the future. The calculated Data were the magnitude and phase angle of the each bus voltage and the real 
power and reactive power flow in the each transmission line. To separated the type of bus, constraint and 
the power flow equations solving was non-linear with Newton Raphson Method by using  the value of the 
error function ( )f x to zero by adjusting the x parameters. Taylor's Series used to calculate and adjust 
the answers to each bus simultaneously. So, the number of the calculated cycles are not depended on the 
number ofbus systems [9]. 
The variable power factor of voltage and real power can be plotted to the relative graph to determine 
the ability of the system to distribute the load with stability voltage and determine the maximum 
parametersthat the power system can distributed before got to voltage collapse stage. 
The Continuation Power Flow (CPF) method is a graph showing the relationship between voltage and 
real power of both the upper and lower values for the maximum load. CPF must be repeatworking  step 
by step, that was the predictor and the corrector operation, asshown in Fig.7 [10]. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.7. The relation curve between voltage and real power of the CPF 
This paper presents  the Continuation Power Flow (CPF) method which using the distributed power 
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windturbine. The data fromthe Planning and operating system division of northeast region PEA is 
replicated in Table 1 [8]. 
 
Table 1.The maximum load atthe 22KV.radialdistribution systemof  the Sikhio 's power stations connectedthe Lamtakong wind 
turbine 
 
Start and Final Bus Distance(KM.) Active(MW) Reactive(MVAR) Power Factor 
Sikhio power station - Mobil Gas station 3.8 2.86 0.83 0.986 
Mobil Gas station - Weight check station 5.6 6.47 2.61 0.9725 
Weight check station - Nongbua Village 3.6 2.07 0.89 0.968 
Weight check station - Kao Yai Thing entrance 8.8 3.72 2.09 0.9455 
Kao Yai Thing entrance - Train Station 3.4 7.3 4.64 0.931 
 Kao Yai Thing entrance - Baan Lumtakong   5.5 1.2 0.69 0.943 
 
Load data in Table 1, it is a state with the 2.5 MW La
Sikhio power station at the Feeder NO.6  The simulation procedure is as follows. 
1. The power load flow is calculated by the Continuation Power Flow (CPF) of the data in Table 1,  
unconnectedto Lamtakong wind turbine with the PSAT. 
2. The power load flow is calculated by the Continuation Power Flow (CPF) of the data in Table 1,  
connectedto Lamtakong wind turbine with the PSAT. 
3.  The result of NO. 1 and 2 summarize the results of the simulations. 
 
6. Simulation Results 
 
The Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) program is a tool that can using with MATLAB tool for 
electric power system analysis and control. This application can transfer data and communicate between 
the two programs. The power systems analysis and simulation of statistic type analyzed system and the 
dynamic type analyzed system can analyze the power flow (PF) Continuation Power Flow (CPF) Optimal 
Power Flow (OPF) Small Signal Stability Analysis(SSSA) Time Domain Simulation (TDS) and find the 
installed position location of Phase Measurement Unit(PMU), simulate elements both statistic and the 
dynamic model. All operations can be assessed by means of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) and a 
Simulink- based library provided an user friendly tool for network design. 
The result of voltage stability analysis of system by using PSAT for 22KV. radialdistribution systemof  
the Sikhio'spower stations are shown in Fig.8. 
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Fig.8. 22kV radialdistribution systembefore  install  the Lumtakong wind turbines 
 
Using CPF simulated,the Maximum Loading Parameter (Max.LP) before installing the Lamtakong 
wind turbines was4.0354. The relationship between the real power voltage with load elements of  
22KVradialdistribution system as shown in Fig.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.9.The relationship between the real power voltage with load elements of 22kV radialdistributionsystem 
 
From simulation results using CPF, the proper voltage magnitude at Bus NO.1,2was 1.00 pu. as 
shown in Figure 10, and the 0 rad voltage phase at Bus NO.2 as shown in Fig. 11. 
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Fig.10.  The buses voltage magnitude before install the Lumtakong wind turbines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.11.The phase of bus before install the Lumtakong   wind turbines 
 
The total of the real power is equal to 1.5217 pu. The reactive power is equal to 1.3587 pu. The total 
real power of the load is equal to 0.92156 pu. And the reactive power of the load is equal to 0.45844 pu. 
The total of the real power loss is equal to 0.60019 pu. And the reactive power loss is equal to 0.90029 
pu.The most voltage bus has changed at the busNO. 7.Connecting the DFIG Lamtakong wind turbine 
(2.5MVA 690V 50Hz) to bus No.8.As shown in Figure 12 
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Fig.12.The phase of bus after install the Lumtakong wind turbines 
 
After installation, the Lamtakong wind turbines, usingCPF to simulate,the Maximum Loading 
Parameter (Max.LP) is changed to 0.88369.Simulation results by CPF find the proper voltage was have 
the 1.00 pu. voltage magnitude at Bus NO.1to 10 as shown in Figure13 and the 0 rad voltage phase at Bus 
NO.3 as shown in Figure14. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 13.  The buses voltage magnitude before install the Lamtakong wind turbines 
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Fig. 14.  The phase of bus before install the Lumtakong  wind turbines 
 
The total of the real power is equal to 0.21428 pu. The reactive power is equal to 0.12058 pu. The 
total real power of the load is equal to 0.20873 pu. And the reactive power of the load is equal to 0.10383 
pu. The total value of the real power loss is equal to 0.00555 pu. And thereactive power loss is equal to 
0.01674 pu. 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
The study of  the voltage stabilityof the 2.5 MW Lamtakong DFIG windturbines is connected to the 
22KV. radial distribution system of  the Sikhio 's power stations at Feeder NO.6  under maximum load 
conditions found that the power load flow analysis Continuation Power Flow (CPF) by using PSAT 
before connected the Lamtakong DFIG windturbines with 22 kV.under maximum load conditions the 
voltage collapse will be occurred and know the Maximum Loading Parameter Max.LP and power 
consumption of the load and generator. When the Lamtakong DFIG windturbines connected, the 
Lamtakong DFIG windturbines can supply the power load  to stabilize.  
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